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Chapter 1 : Brilliant Projects to Upcycle Leftover Fabric Scraps - DIY & Crafts
If you love sewing, then chances are you have a few fabric scraps left over. You aren't going to always have the perfect
amount of fabric for a project, after all. If you've often wondered what to do with all those loose fabric scraps, we've got
quite a treat for you. So with the leftover.

Some of these easy projects require no sewing, and all of them are perfect for scraps. Make yourself a
necklace or belt, or create something for a wonderful gift for someone special. Phone Case Create this
adorable little wallet for your phone. Krystal over at Sassy Sanctuary has come up with an idea to keep those
dishtowels from falling on the floor. She has crafted belts to hold them in place. They are really cute and they
really do the job. You just need a bit of fabric and some Velcro and you can decorate them any way that you
want. You can get really creative with this and imagine how great these would be to give out as gifts. You can
make them to pair with a holiday kitchen towel for those people who are really hard to find gifts for. You just
take two squares of fabric and layer them. It turns into the cutest skirt for your little one or you could make the
fabric a bit larger and do one for yourself. It takes literally only five minutes to make, and needs only a small
scrap of fabric. You just cover mason jars with fabric and then fill with whatever you want. Make a different
one for every outfit! Make one for your favorite photographer. Or, make a set to give as a special gift for the
holidays, an upcoming wedding, or any other special occasion. You just need a small piece of leftover fabric
for each one, and you can create something for every day of the week. This beautiful rag quilt tutorial is on
Imperfect Homemaking. You basically just have to cut your quilt pieces and sew them together. Even if you
have never made a quilt before, you can easily put this one together. The choice of colors and patterns is all
yours so you can be as creative as you like. Can you say great gift idea? Glasses Case Keep your sunglasses or
reading glasses safe and fashionable with this gorgeous and easy to make glasses case. They are really easy to
make and so adorable. Make one for all of his little suits. What a perfect gift for a new baby! This one is so
very easy and you know you just have to make it. You just cover your bed frame with fabric, and you can do
whatever design you want. Who needs to pay designer prices when you can make it yourself? This one is a bit
more complicated than just gluing fabric, but definitely worth the effort. Use them to dress up pillows,
clothing, or whatever you want. You can make one in about five minutes. With a little sewing, you can easily
create this pouch in an afternoon. These little key chains are both unique and easy to make. Add
embellishments like buttons, bows, gems, or whatever you want to make each one as unique as who you plan
on giving them to. You can do any design you want, depending on where you want to hang your artwork.
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Chapter 2 : 25 More Scrap Fabric Projects - Crazy Little Projects
Fabric Scrap Projects Whether you're looking for a quick way to use up scrap fabric or looking for a bigger project
involving fabric scraps, you are sure to find the right project below! DIY Rag Rug.

No matter how big or small that little piece is, you should find something here to make with it. Made with
bold fabric, zany buttons, and quirky ribbons. Cute little pocket hotpads for your fingers. More projects are
found here. Includes a measurement chart to make Small, Medium and Large size flowers. Over 40 more
flowers are on this page. Made with squares of pretty fabric and fusible fleece. More tutorials found here.
Great stashbuster that you can embellish any number of ways. Lots of ideas are also listed on this page.
Pattern pieces available via free pdf download. More wristlets to make are found here. Stuffed with potpourri,
lavender flowers or balsam fir needles. More ideas are found here. Covered buttons are attached to bobby pins
with pads. More hair accessories are on this page. Supplies include fusible fleece, small hair elastic and a
button. More tutorials are listed here. Make a sweet little case to hold a variety of small items, inside lined
with felt. Tutorial via free pdf download. More projects for crafters are found here. Elastic opening at top and
twill tape for strap, template included can be adjusted for size if needed. Fabric pieces can be all from the
same print or mix as you like, template download provided. A sweet little pouch with a button and loop
closure, use to carry small utensils and other goodies. Strips of pretty fabric and ribbon are used to transform
plain bath towels into something special. Stitch on a piece of fabric before covering buttons, either sketch your
own designs or use the print as a pattern. The bottom and sides of the cup are covered, no more puddles on the
coffee table! Lined with cotton batting, free template download via pdf. Lots more ideas are found here. Cute
and big enough to hold all you need when traveling. Gather strips of assorted fabric prints then sew onto a bib
either one you make or one ready-made. Lots more ideas on this page. Sewn on the diagonal then quilted to
make a mat fabric binding around the edges. More projects found here. Lovely design that features a d-ring
hanging loop. Plenty more ideas found here. Features a sweet fabric ruffle embellishment across the top. More
ideas can be found here. Has a fold over flap with a ribbon to hold item securely. More ideas found here. Keep
ID, coins, folded bills, and other bits in this sweetie. Made with a gold purse frame and pretty fabric lined.
Several more projects are listed here. A fun, anthropologie inspired design using a tea towel and fabric scraps.
More crafty towels are listed here. A basic design using four coordinating pieces of fabric. Tutorials for both
tissue boxes and pouches are listed here. A sweet toy boat with ribbon taggies along the edges. More baby toy
projects are listed here. Strips of fabric are sewn and braided to make a cuff, then crafty bling added for
embellishment. Lined with fusible interfacing, lots more tutorials are listed on this page. These can be made in
a variety of sizes, try making pocket or hand warmers. Fill with rice, beans, etc. Make these any size you like,
filled with rice, template download available. Find more office supply projects here. Fill with dried beans or
flax seeds, dried rice, lentils or buckwheat and dried lavender or chamomile. More eye masks listed on this
page. Easy to make and useful for wrapping, these are made with double sided adhesive tape. Supplies needed
are self covering buttons, 15mm magnets, pliers, glue and bits of fabric. Fun idea using fusible fleece, ribbon,
fabric and a bit of craft glue. Use as party favors, to pass special notes, whatever you like! These are used to
embellish all kinds of things totes, quilts, hair clips, etc. Envelope pouch-style with side flap, velcro closure.
More iPad, Kindle and E-reader covers are on this page. Can be made for any brand of cellphone with minimal
adjustment but designed specifically for an iPhone 4. Sew a simple strap to hold diapers together, velcro
closure with button embellishment. Could these be any cuter? More baby booties and shoes are listed on this
page. Made with home decor weight fabric, duck cloth or canvas, the round ends are finished in a contrasting
piping. Add a fun print at the cuff and buttons in a complimentary color. A few different prints cut in various
widths are sewn together for this cover, solid piece lining and ribbon ties. More covers are shared here. Fabric
pieces in a variety of colors are used, along with Heat N Bond Ultra no sew , ribbon and pinking shears. Glass
jars are ideal for storing sewing notions, pantry supplies, etc. Dress them up with these cuties 3 ways. A sweet
little project made with assorted fabric pieces, cotton batting, coordinating ribbon and grommets. Each hand
towel will need 8 2. You can also use decorative paper with this, sealed with a coat of Mod Podge. Nice idea
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for keeping cords neat and tidy, button closure. This can be used to stash project supplies, as a makeup bag or
even a wallet. Attached to elastic so you can wrap it around books, ideal for stashing receipts, etc.
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Chapter 3 : Project ideas using a Scrap Fabric - Snapguide
Save those scraps! Here's a big new collection of free tutorials and patterns to help use up those fabric pieces and
remnants you have tucked away in your craft room (updated ). I've listed plenty of ideas for goodies that are not only
useful but also a few cute and charming just-for-fun.

By Amy [7 Posts, 11 Comments] March 19, found this helpful One of my favorites is making pot holders with
scraps. You can purchace a special material to go in the center that is heat resistant but I use old thick wash
cloths and towels instead. I have also made dog toys with them. By Catherine [2 Comments] March 19, found
this helpful Apron, very easy to make, can be made for birthday present too. With tiny scraps, fill-up cushion
with them; perfect for yoga and exercises. By ann ausich [7 Comments] March 19, found this helpful These
are all wonderful ideas. I love making napkins that are colorful and setting the table which makes the meal
seem special. I even have fun making napkin rings from leftover junk. Also about the scrunchies idea. Just
make it an inch or so longer than the collar and scrunch it up. Your dog or kitty looks all dressed up. Mine has
a green one on now for St. They are easy to make and fun to put on pets. Also there is a group called the Linus
group and they make quilts for Aids babies. Contact a local quilt store and see if they know of someone in
your area that is from that group. Always good to give to those folks who protect our little ones. By Louise
Leahy [5 Posts, 4 Comments] March 19, found this helpful I have a lot of scraps, too, and have been learning
to crazy quilt. By Sharon [5 Posts, 5 Comments] March 19, found this helpful 6" or 7 " squares pinned and
sewn together 4 for each side can become a nice project for your daughters to also learn how to make their
own patch quilt pillow. Loose stuffing to be packed with their help will also help them appreciate crafting too.
I taught my ganddaughters at 9 and 10 to first hand stitch, then gradually they learned how to make their own
fleece pants on slow speed for them on the sewing machine. Ha, ha I love the pet scrunchie idea too we have a
chiuahua lol would be so cute. So I just got the basics, she passed away three months ago at the age of 93 so
she never got the chance to finish teaching me. Thanks so much everyone for the ideas! I so appreciate it:
Barbie clothes, Barbie beds, etc. Sew a bunch of scraps together any old way then cut in squares and flip them
around to make a new design. Sew them into pillows, bags, Christmas presents. Go to the library I learn better
when I can see how it is done in a book , there are tons of books about what to do with scraps. Do we need to
trade some of our fabrics around, I for one would be willing to discuss ideas on a fabric exchange. Perhaps we
could make small panels of those scraps a certain size and trade if your scraps are really small. It might give
someone without a machine a chance to make patchwork projects in exchange for some fabric they have or
something. Something to think about, might get some interaction going in communities.
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Chapter 4 : Fabric Scrap Crafts And Activities For Kids | What Can We Do With Paper And Glue
Whether you have little tiny fabric scraps and trimmed edges or larger remnants you wish to use, these scrap fabric
crafts offer a little something for everyone. From crafty jewelry and hair accessories to wall art and home decor, these
step by step tutorials have some incredibly creative ways to use fabric scraps.

Many, many years ago, my family started a Christmas tradition of opening festive new pajama pants on
Christmas Eve. I know it sounds like a cute idea for the kids, but my siblings and I were actually adults when
this tradition started! It happened on accident. My youngest brother and I were in our early twenties and
shopping before Christmas at Old Navy. We saw the cutest flannel blue pajama pants with snowflakes on
them and each bought a pair to wear that night. Well, my younger sister, who happens to be between my
brother and me in age, was appalled when she saw us in matching pajama pants. The next year she made sure
she was in on the matching pajama pants action: Christmas Eve, This tradition continued year after year with
new matching pajama pants and slowly grew to include our older brother and his wife, our significant others,
our parents and now even our children. There are some cotton, some flannel, some fleece pajamas in all
different colors and seasonal themes. Reindeer â€” you betcha. Christmas lights â€” of course! He had no idea
what he was really getting himself into. My younger brother and I picked out the pajama pants that year and
happened to find Christmas light boxer shorts. You can only imagine the look on his face when we all brought
out the new Christmas jammies for that year and his were short! After we nearly fell over ourselves laughing
with hysterics we brought out long pants for him and told him we were just kidding. Despite the craziness, he
married my sister anyway! Christmas Eve, In time, many of our Christmas pajama pants have worn out or we
just have too many to feasibly wear in one holiday season. We knew this would be the perfect way to turn our
beloved pajamas into a DIY Christmas gift for our brothers. Now just check your email to confirm your e-mail
address and get your free eBook. There was an error submitting your subscription. As an Idea Insider you have
instant access to our Kenarry Idea Insider Resource Library with exclusive printables, offers and other freebies
as soon as you confirm your subscription. Your privacy is important to us. We promise not to spam you or
share your information. You can opt-out at any time. All opinions expressed are our own, derived from our
personal experience. You just need a wire frame, scraps of fabric and something to embellish it.
Chapter 5 : Craft Ideas Using Scrap Fabric | ThriftyFun
How to Reuse Fabric Scraps, Things to Do With Fabric Scraps, Fabric Scrap Crafts, Easy Sewing Projects, Simple
Sewing Projects, Quick Sewing Projects, Repurpose Fabric Scraps, Popular Pin. Find this Pin and more on Sewing by
Amber Bailey | DIY Home Decor, Gardening Tips, Organization Hacks, and Holiday Home Decor.

Chapter 6 : Scrap Happy: More Than 50 Fabric Scraps & Remnant Ideas : calendrierdelascience.com
Clear out your left over fabrics with over free scrap fabric projects. This mega list will have you sewing your stash and
ready for a shopping trip!

Chapter 7 : About Your Privacy on this Site
Fabric crafters often have a large stash of scraps in need of a project. This is a guide about craft ideas using scrap
fabric.

Chapter 8 : best Scrap Fabric Projects images on Pinterest in | Bricolage, Manualidades and Tejidos
Find great deals on eBay for scrap fabric crafts. Shop with confidence.
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Chapter 9 : Scrap Fabric Christmas Wreath + Handmade Gift Ideas
These projects use scraps of different sizes-some big some small, but all involve ideas of cute, creative, easy and fun
things to do with fabric scraps. 25 Things to do With Fabric Here's a list of 25 fun, easy, cute and creative things to do
with fabric scraps.
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